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tinue with the research started by Simon

Berrow and Brian Holmes on the poten
tial for eco-tourism based on the Shannon

dolphins. This will in turn contrioute to

the sustainable development of a boat

based industry and examine the potential

for land-based observation points.

With an increase in funding opportuni
ties and restrictions on the amount of

finances available to the IWOG, it has

been decided to formalise the group. A

revised constitution has been agreed by'

the committee and is being circulated to
members with this newsletter (see enclo

sure). This constitution "vill be formally
voted on at the AGM. The AGM will take

place at 11 a.m. on Saturday 25 May 1996

in G 19 in the Science Block at University

College Cork. The meeting will take the
format of previous meetings, with two

guest speakers (Sara Heimlich-Boran and
Ben Wilson) and the AGM proper. The

agenda for the AGM will comprise a

report of activities in 1995, formal adop
tion of the constitution and election of

council for 1996-97. Only people on the

mailing list for 1996 arc entitled to \·ote.
Prospective members may attend the
AGM as obserYers.

As one of the main aims and :)ojecti\'es
of the IWOG is to increase awareness of

cetaceans in Irish waters, World Oceans

Oay is an opportunity to clo this, along

with increasing awareness of all marine
\"ilellife of our seas and oceans (see Jim

Allen's piece on p. 2). If anyone has any

ideas or would like to organise an event
for 8 June, please let us knO\\·.

Every year, 8 June is World Oceans
Oay. First celebrated in 1992 at the
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, its

aim is to raise awareness about the

world's oceans and their importance for
wildlife and for all .life on Earth.

About 70% of the world's surface is

covered by salt water and yet surprisingly

little is known about the marine ecosys

tem. The oceans are still relati vely unex

plored, which has prompted the comment

by the World Wildlife Fund for ature
that "more is known about the surface of

Venus than the bottom of the deepest
seas". Even as an island, the seas and

oceans around Ireland have, until fairly

recently, been undervalued. Hopefully,
with the formation of the Marine Insti

tute, more focus will be given to the
marine environment.

The Marine Institute was established

under the Marine Institute Act, 1991: "to

undertake, to co-ordinate, to promote
and to assist in marine research and devel

opment and to provide such services

related to marine research and develop

ment that. .. will promote economic
development and create employment and

protect the marine environment". As part
of this, 27 projects have recently been
funded under the Marine Research Mea

sure of the Operational Programme for
Fisheries (1994-99). Areas funded

include Fisheries and Aquaculture, Marine

Food Processing, Marine Technology
Oe\'c1opment and National Marine Sur

vey, under which the IWOG got funding
as partners in a project on the oottlenose

dolphins in the Shannon estuary (see p.
3). This will enaole the 1WOG to con-
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Jim Allen if Portstewart, Co. Derry, whets our appetite Jar some maritime events which we can all

enjoy this summer.

Celebrate our Seas

World Oceans Day
In a bid to raise awareness about the world's oceans and

seas, a one-day international celebration will take place
on 8 June, when all coastal communities are invited to

think of novel, interactive and exciting ways to focus

public attention on the marine environment.

It is proposed that Coleraine Borough Council,
together with The National Trust, HM Coastguard and

the IWDG, stage an Ocean Awareness Event on Port
stewart strand.

Whale Sculpture
To commemorate the stranding, and subsequent death,

of a full-grown female minke whale on Portstewart
strand in July t 993, a locally based sculptor will be com

rnissioned to create a life-sized sand sculpture of a whale.

Volunteers will be required to heap up enough sand to

create the whale and generally help with the sculpture.

Arranmore Regatta

Orontheims and dolphins, luggers and skiffs, kayaksand kids. Paddle, row, pull and haul your sails... all

in a race. Gigs, jigs, roll and swell, clowns and tumble,

announcements and yarns ... and jokes to remember and

tell. Make for Arranmore Regatta, where we've saved

you a place in the next dance, on the island behind the
islands where the waves make the rules and where the

girls are looking well and the boys are looking back.
Harbour wall, slip and pier, clap and dance and sing

and cheer the crews home. Children, wet and splash,

cry give us a go, I can do that, where are ye from Mis
ter? Did ye paddle out here? How far can ye go in that

thing? Go on give us a go. Will ye be back next year?

Face to face with a beached whale

The IWDG, with the support of the RSPCA and funding

from the ISPCA and DoE (NI), have produced guidelines
for the welfare of live stranded cetaceans. This booklet is

being distributed through various organisations, including
the DoE (NI), ISPCA, Irish Wildlife Federation, Veteri

nary Union, National Parks and Wildlife Service and the
Garda!'

Portrush Boat Rally

Whales and dolphins will feature at the increasingly popular Portrush Traditional Boat Rally
-at Portandhu Harbour in Co. Antrim this summer.

Organisers Jim Allen and Robin Ruddock will display
a fine collection of cetacean bones and other artefacts.

Jim and Robin, both members of the Causeway

Coast Kayak Association, have collected specimens on
their travels around the coast ofIreland. The display
will include the full skeleton of a Cuviers beaked whale

plus the bones of other cetaceans and a few surprises.
There will also be a wide range of traditional

indigenous craft on view, including yawls, punts, cur
rachs, corracles, canoes and kayaks.

It is also promised that music will playa large part
in the proceedings!

Jim and Robin are founder members of the Cause

way Coast Maritime Heritage Project, which aims to

promote maritime culture in Northern Ireland. When

the project is finally up and running, they tell us that

cetaceans will feature largely in the exhibits on display.

Clear the bay for the next race and ~e chopper's com

ing soon.
The Lifeboat's ready and a clown from Dublin's next

on the floor. That boat's from Moville and ferry's coming

o'er. Look at her bow. Anything Dingle can do, we can
do better. Four or more ahead of her, sleek and fast and

powerful and trim. Everyone, put your hands together

for the dolphin. Always a winner ... anyone for a swim.

Follow them if you can. Tap on your boat and, when they
rise beside you, try and stay afloat.

But as tide swallows land, time swallows time and

soon we'll be gone, following the last ferry home to
where mainlanders rush and push and pull. .. away from

the island to wait for another year. To clap and dance and

sing and cheer the crews home at Arranmore Regatta.

For further information or to obtain a booklet, contact

Brendan Price, Tobergregan, Garristown, Co Dublin, or

Emer Rogan, Zoology Dept., UCe.
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Shannon Estuary Dolphin Study

Agroup of approximately 68 bottlenose dolphins is
known to frequent the Shannon estuary, but very

little is known about the population structure,

behaviour or breeding habits of the group.

A pilot study funded by Shannon Development and car

ried out by the IWDG in 1993 concluded that dolphin.

watching could develop as a viable commercial undertak

ing in the estuary, but should do so in a manner conducive

to the well-being of the dolphins. The authors of the study
recommended that more research should be carried out to

improve on current knowledge and to enable 'good prac

tice' guidelines be drawn up for tour-boat operators.
[n partnership with the Department of Zoology at Uni

versity College Cork, the IWOG is now participating in a

two-year study of the hannon estuary dolphins to expand
on the work already don .

This new study sets out to determine if the dolphins

are year-round residents of the estuary. It hopes to esti
mate th ir population, identify favoured breeding, feeding

and resting areas and generally build up a better under

standing of this dolphin population.
The information gathered will be used to produce

guidelines and codes of conduct for tour-boat operators
and to produce educational information on dolphins for
local residents, schools, etc.

While most of the field work in the project is being

carried out by UCC personnel, IWDG member.s could

playa significant part in the study by participating in one

(or more) of the following schemes.

Constant EjJort SiBhtinB Scheme (see box): A similar

scheme, particular to the Shannon estuary, is now starting

up. [t would involve observers visiting a site of their

choice at regular intervals and recording any dolphins

seen. [I' enough sites arc watched over the two years of the

study, it should be possible to build up a detailed picture

of dolphin use in th estuary. While the project is cone n

trated on the estuary itself, the full study area stretches

Constant Effort Sighting Scheme

Over the last two years, members of the (WDG have

enjoyed participating in the Constant Effort Sighting
Scheme, but perhaps more of you would like to join in?

All that is involved is choosing a convenient coastal site

and spending an hour or two each week, fortnight or
month watching for cetaceans. You record what you see

(or do not see, as the case may be) and over a period of

time a picture builds up of cetacean use on that particular

from Mount Brandon in Co. Kerry to Black Head in Co.

Clare. If the estuary itself is not convenient, you might be

able to do a few watches in the outer reaches of the study

area. Two IWDG members, one in North Kerry and one

in North Clare, have already begun watches, but there is
scope for far more!

Incidental SiBhtinB Scheme: Ferry operators, sailing clubs

and people working along the estuary are already record·

ing their incidental sightings of dolphins. Perhaps you
would like to do the same? There is no commitment

involved, all that is required is recording on a special form

the details of any dolphin you happen to see. Once again

the full study area stretches from Mount Brandon to Black

Head and, as well as residents, members who are planning

to holiday in this area are invited to join in the scheme.

Minimum Population Estimate: On four dates during the
two years of the study, up to 15 observers are being posted

at sites along both banks of the estuary to undertake a Min

imum Population Estimate. Each observer scans a given

section of the estuary at regular intervals during the day
and records the number and behaviour of dolphins een.

By collating all the data at the end of the day's watch, it

is hoped to determine the minimum numbers present in
the estuary on that day, and also perhaps learn mor about
how dolphins use different parts of the estuary.

The first Minimum Population Estimate took place in

mid-April and mainly involved personnel from UCC. As

many of these people will not be available for future

counts, IWDG members can help here with the success of

determining population estimates.

This is a very worthwhile project, leading as it will, to

the orderly development of dolphin watching in the Shannon

estuary and improved understanding of the dolphins' behav
iour. So worthwhile in fact, that the Marine Institutf' is fund

ing the project in full, including a grant of £.3,000 to the

[WDG to organisc the thre· schemes d tailed here. It would
be a poor reflection on the [WDG if it wer unable to pro

vide enough personnel to make these scheme a success.
For further information contact: Conal O'Flanagan, 41

Lorcan Grove, Santry, Dublin 9.

stretch of coast. While it helps to be able to identify the

species involved, it is not an absolute must.

Cetaceans are most likely to be sighted on calm, bright

sunny day and the best places for seeing them are usually

spots which ar attractive in themselves, so if you need an

excuse on a summer's day to visit your favourite stretch
of coastline, this is it!

For further information contact: Conal O'Flanagan,

41 Lorcan Grove, Santry, Dublin 9.
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Strandings and sightings reVIew Table t

Number of Sightings reported
to the IWOG in April t 994-April t 996

stayed around Bantry Bay for a number of days being regu

larly sighted, especially from the pier at Bantry.

Sightings records
The sightings scheme has grown and strengthened in the

past year, with a large number of sightings reported (n =
432). Most were made during the summer and autumn,

Number of Strandings reported
to the IWOG in t 994-96

116

96

o
2

5

19

102

46

9

1

27

1

o

8

10(28.5)

6 (17)

2 (6)

3 (8.5)

1 (3)

1 (3)

1 (3)

1 (3)

3 (8.5)

4 (12)

3 (8.5)

1 (3)

No. (%) of

sightings records

No. (%) of

stranding records

Table 2

Harbour porpoise

Common dolphin

Striped dolphin

White-sided dolphin

White-beaked dolphin

Risso's dolphin

Bottlenose dolphin

Unidentified dolphin

Pilot whale

Sperm whale
Minke whale

Humpback whale

Fin whale

Unidentified whale

Species

Harbour porpoise

Common dolphin

Striped dolphin

White-sided dolphin

White-beaked dolphin

Risso's dolphin

Bottlenose dolphin

Unidentified dolphin
Pilot whale

Sperm whale
Minke whale

Fin whale

Species

This review if strandin8 and si8htin8 records submitted to the

IWDG includes records received up to April 1996. Dr. Emer

R08an reports.

Strandings records
Thirty-six stranding records were reported to the IWDG

during the period of September 1994 to April 1996. This
number of records is less than the number recorded in the

previous period and may suggest that all strandings are not

being reported or that the number of strandings per

annum is decreasing. Most of the stranding records were

from counties Cork (34%), Donegal (14%) and Wexford

(8%), but records were also received from Kerry, Antrim,

Galway, Dublin and Louth, showing an increase in the

geographical cover of strandings. Proportionally fewer
animals are recorded from the east coast.

Most of the strandings were of harbour porpoise,

which is consistent with previous years, followed by com

mon dolphins. Only two striped dolphins were reported

within the period, one from Galway and the other from

Donegal. Both of these strandings were live strandings,

but rescue attempts were unsuccessful. The stranding in

Donegal is the furthest northerly point recorded for

striped dolphins, who until recently were considered a

Mediterranean species.

Three records of pilot whales were reported. One of

these was found in Cork harbour after the mass stranding

of pilot whales (see Newsletter 10). The animal was a

newly born calf, measuring only 1.55m in length. Mass

strandings are still an enigma, but in New Zealand, where

mass strandings, particularly of pilot whales, are a regular

occurrence, it has been suggested that females having diffi

culty giving birth may bring the remainder of the herd

ashore. It is possible that in this instance this was also the
case.

Sperm whale strandings have been increasing in fre

quency in northern Europe in recent years. Most of these

are mass strandings, e.g. three animals in Orkney in

December, and more recently 16 animals stranded on the
south-western Danish island of Roemoe in late March. In

Ireland, to date, strandings have been of single animals and

the most recent one, which made national news on 1

April, was of a large male (13.5m) on Tory island, strand

ing coincidentally in the same week as the Danish animals.

Previous to that, there was a stranding in Mayo, one in

Waterford of a young female (again the most northerly

point for a female sperm whale stranding, although

mother / calf pairs had been sighted), and a live stranding

on Whiddy island last summer. This animal was rescued

hy the Whiddy islanders and fishermen from Bantry and
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with June and August being the best months (see graph).

This was probably as a result of the good summer weather,
with more people down at the seaside. These results are

consistent with the previous summary by Simon Berrow

(Newsletter 8), which also showed that most sightings

were recorded during the summer months. No sightings
records have been reported during February for any year

in which data are available (1993-96). Gaps in our knowl

edge, such as missing data in February, highlight the need
for more people to become involved in constant effort

schemes (see Constant Effort Sighting Scheme, p. 3), even

though February is a cold month!

Harbour porpoises were the most frequently recorded

species, followed by bottlenose and common dolphins.

Bottlenose dolphins and common dolphins are attracted to

boats and are easily seen. Other species that were com

monly reported include Risso's dolphins, pilot whales and

white-beaked dolphins. Most of these observations were

made from boats, although some observers were fortunate

to see Risso's dolphins from headlands off Sligo and around

the Blasket and Saltee islands. A large number of Minke
whales were reported this summer, and one reporter, Cor

mac Walsh from Dungarvan, saw 10 animals in a small

area. He also reported large numbers of sprat in the area

and suggested that the animals were feeding at the time.
Particular mention must be made and thanks must go

to our regular contributors. These include Richard

O'Shea on the M. V.Stena Hibernia operating between Dun
Laoghaire and Holyhead; jimmy Kennedy on the Isle if
lnnismore between Rosslare and Fishguard; Paddy Crowe

and Robert Hilton on the vessels the Happy Hooker and

Aran Flyer servicing the Aran islands. Over the years,

observers have built up a good knowledge of the different
species and made meticulous notes and records which are
of tremendous value.

More recently, the Sea Birds at Sea Team (SAST) from

Aberdeen, which are part of the British joint Nature Con

servation Committee, have employed a UCC-based

observer, Claire Pollock, to go to sea on research vessels

and regular ferry crossings within Irish waters. A copy of

Cetacean records made on these trips is passed on to the

IWDG, which has greatly increased our geographical cov
erage. SAST have been operating this scheme around

Britain since 1979, concentrating, initially, in the North

Sea area and, in recent years, extending the coverage to
include the Irish Sea and English Channel. This has

allowed distribution maps for different species to be

drawn up (see map, after Northridge S P, Tasker M T,
Webb A and Williams j A - ICES j. Mar, Sci., 1995).

The Naval Service also regularly submits sighting

records, along with the Air-Sea rescue helicopter, the Irish
Underwater Council, the National Parks and Wildlife Ser

vice, yacht clubs, sea anglers and fishermen.

All this information is gratefully received and is stored
on a database at UCc. It is hoped to incorporate this

information into a Geographical Information System,

allowing more geographical information to be extracted.

It is also hoped to make the system more 'user-friendly'!
In general, cetaceans are very difficult animals to study.

They are difficult to see, they liye in vast oceans and they
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spend most of their time below the water surface. In other

words, it is very difficult to get any information about

them without hiring a large number of boats or airplanes

or having very expensive equipment (see SOSUS). Conse
quently, sightings records are invaluable as they yield a

large amount of ecological information on distribution,

sosus

Recently, information on cetacean distrihution hascome from a very unusual quarter, the US Navy,

through a system called SOSUS (an acronym for Sound
Surveillance Systems) which was originally designed to

detect and track Soviet submarines. The system com

prises a vast array of sensors planted in strategic spots on
the ocean floor and is built around thousands of underwa

ter microphones, interconnected by thousands of miles of

cable, to various listening stations. Since the early 1990s,

movements and seasonality and help to build up a picture

of a number of species present in Irish waters.

Please continue to send in records! Sightings forms and

identification charts are available from Emer Rogan,

Department of Zoology, University College, Cork.

the US Navy no longer has an urgent requirement for

SOSUS and the annual budget has been cut to minimal
running costs. However, some civilian scientists who have

had access to the system, have been using it for, among
other things, tracking whales. During the first three
months over 35,000 whale 'contacts' were made, includ

ing some blue whales located along the edge of the conti

nental shelf of Ireland. The system has enormous poten

tial for detecting and plotting cetacean distribution and

migration patterns and hopefully enough private and pub
lic funding will be made available to allow SOSUS to

serve environmental monitoring and scientific research.

Sighting rates for harbour porpoises standardized to notional rate at sea state zero - annual plot. After

Northridge S P, Tasker M T, Webb A and Williams J A - ICES J. Mar, Sci., 1995.
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Constitution of The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

The name of the group will be The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group.

2 The objects of the group are the study and conservation of cetaceans in Irish waters.

3 A person becomes a member by attending a general meeting of the group and signing the membership

register. The new member doesn't acquire any rights of membership (e.g. the right to vote) until the
next general meeting.

4 The annual subscription, if any, will be determined by the committee.

5 The committee may cancel the membership of a member of the group provided that such suspension

be by resolution supported by at least two-thirds of the members of the committee. The committee

should advise the member of the proposal to expel him or her and allow the member to attend that

section of the meeting dealing with the expulsion, to allow him or her an opportunity to show why they

should not be expelled.

6 General meetings of the group shall be held at such time and place as the committee may determine.

One such meeting shall be deemed by the committee to be the Annual General Meeting.

7 The committee may, whenever they think proper, convene an Extraordinary General Meeting, and they

shall convene an Extraordinary General Meeting within 28 days after the receipt by the Honorary Secretary

of a requisition signed by at least 15 members of the group and stating in precise terms the reason for

which the meeting is to be summoned.

8 At least 21 days notice shall be given of every General Meeting, specifying the place, date and hour of

the meeting, and, in case of special business, the nature of the business. All business transacted at an

Extraordinary General Meeting, and also all business transacted at an Ordinary General Meeting, other

than the consideration of the accounts and of the report of the auditors and of the ordinary report of

the committee, and of the election of members of the committee, is special business.

9 The accidental omission to serve notice on, or the non-receipt of any notice by any member, shall not

invalidate any resolution passed at any meeting.

10 The Chairperson, if any, of the committee shall reside as Chairperson at every General Meeting, but if

there be no such Chairperson, or if at any meeting he/she be not present, or if he/she vacates the chair,

the members present shall choose one of their number to be Chairperson of the meeting.

I I Every motion submitted for debate at the Annual General Meeting must be submitted to the Secretary

at least 7 days before the date of that meeting and shall be decided by a show of hands unless a poll is

demanded. The Chairperson shall have, in addition to his/her vote as a member which shall be given at

the same time as the votes of the other members, a casting vote to be used only in the case of an equal

number of votes being recorded for and against a motion.

12 The affairs of the group shall be managed by a committee consisting of 6 members of the group who

shall elect a Chairperson and Vice Chairperson from among their number at the first committee meeting

following the Annual General Meeting. The committee shall appoint a Secretary and Treasurer at the

first committee meeting following the Annual General Meeting.

13 The initial committee will be elected at the meeting on 25 May.

14 At each Annual General Meeting, the two longest serving committee members will be retired and will

be eligible for re-election. For the first two years, retirement will be decided by lottery. Casual vacancies

will be filled by the committee by co-option. Each member attending the Annual General Meeting shall

have a single ~ransferable vote.



15 The management of the business and affairs of the group shall be vested in the committee.

16 The committee shall meet together for the despatch of business at such times and places as they think
fit, and may make such regulations as they think proper for the summoning, holding and adjournment of
their meetings and for the transaction of business thereat.

17 Any committee member who is unable to attend a meeting may make a written submission of not more
than 300 words to the meeting and may nominate another member of the committee to vote on their

behalf on any motion.

18 Committee members will attend meetings at their own expense, unless the committee determine
otherwise.

19 Notice in writing of any addition or alteration proposed to be made to or in this constitution must be

given to the Honorary Secretary at least one calendar month before the date on which the proposed
addition or alteration will be discussed. No addition to or alteration in these Articles will be discussed.

No addition to or alteration in these Articles shall be made save by a Special Resolution of the group in
General Meeting.

20 If upon the winding up or dissolution of the group there remains, after the satisfaction of all its debts

and liabilities, any property whatsoever, the same shall not be paid to or distributed among the members

of the group but shall be given or transferred to some other charitable institution or institutions having

main objects similar to the main objects of the group and which shall prohibit the distribution of its or

their income and property among its or their members, such institution or institutions to be determined

by members of the group at or before the time of dissolution, and if and so far as the effect cannot be

given to such provisions, then to some charitable object.

21 The income and property of the group, whencesoever derived, shall be applied solely towards the

promotion of the main objects of the group as set forth in this Constitution and no portion of dividend,

bonus or otherwise howsoever by way of profit, to the members of the group.

Provided that nothing herein shall prevent the payment, in good faith, of reasonable and proper

remuneration to any officer or servant of the group, or to any member of the group in return for any

services actually rendered to the group, nor prevent payment of interest at a rate not exceeding five per

cent per annum on money lent or reasonable and proper rent for premises demised or let by any member

to the group; but so that no member of the management committee of the group shall be appointed to

any salaried office of the company or any office of the group paid by fees and that no remuneration or

other benefit in money or money's worth shall be given by the group to any member of such committee,

except repayment of out-of-pocket expenses and interest at the rate aforesaid on any money lent or

reasonable and proper rent for premises demised or let to the group; provided that the provision last

aforesaid shall not apply to any payment to any company of which a member of the management

committee may be member, and in which such a member shall not hold more than one-hundredth part

of the capital, and such member shall not be bound to account for any share of the profits he/she may

receive in respect of any payment.

22 No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made to Rules I, 2, 12, 21, 22 and 23 unless the same

shall have been previously approved by the Revenue Commissioners.

23 Annual audited accounts shall be kept and made available to the Revenue Commissioners on request.
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A Traveller's Tale Continued

Padrai8 Whooley, an active member if the lWDG, embarked on a

year's travel around the world last june. He sent this instalment

if his report from Baja, Mexico.

Let me set the scene for you. It's almost midnight on
a moonless British Columbia night, and the perfect

opportunity for Tom and I to paddle out through

the kelp to check out the bioluminescence. In the rush I

forget my lifejacket, but what the heck ... , if we capsize it

will be hypothermia and not drowning which will be the
death of us. The waters in the strait are flushed four times

daily by Arctic currents and thus peak at a rather icy 7°C.

We are enjoying the 'psychedelic light show' that the

electrically-charged planktonic creatures of the night stage

manage with such professionalism. Each time our paddles

hit the water, or a fish s\'•.ims in pursuit of another, the
effect is akin to tracer fire from the barrel of a machine

gun. Quite spectacular to say the least. The Pacific north

west, however, is a place where superlatives are short-lived

and no sooner have you witnessed something amazing, than

another event occurs that totally overshadows the first.

On 10 August, 85 killer whales passed through the Rob

son Bight ecological reserve where I was working as a war

den. Large congregations of orca from different pods gather

for social reasons, on what have become known as 'super

pod days'. I have also heard them described as a 'group

grope', which is probably not too inaccurate a description.

That night one of these pods swam through the kelp

beds and into the cove where Tom and I were enjoying the

bioluminescence from the relative insecurity of our tiny,

and very tip-prone, kayak.

Their approach was no surprise, because on a still night

killer whales can be heard miles away due to their loud
breath exhalation. So while their advance was both obvious

and ominous, the poor light and perfect camouflage of

their colouring kept us guessing as to their exact where

abouts. Instinct and experience, however, told us that they

were within 100 yards and closing fast. At 50 yards we saw

their impressive outlines cutting through the water, the

bioluminescence sparking off them like lights on a Christ

mas tree. By this time we were both hyperventilating with

the combination of sheer terror and excitement, the adren

aline pumping through our veins like a freight train plough

ing through a herd of cattle at a Mullingar cross roads.

The six-foot dorsal fin of a large bull broke the surface

and approached our starboard side at an alarming speed.

Our prayers and curses were answered when he dived
under us at the last moment. We watched in awe as he

pivoted upside down and eyed us as he passed under our

kayak. It seemed to take forever for his 33-ft frame to

complete the dive. When he had inspected us and his

curiosity was satisfied, he surfaced on our port side and

proceeded to soak us with his misty exhalation, the tail

fluke missing us by no more than a few feet. A short burst

of vocalising to the other pod members indicated that the

kayak and its petrified passengers represented no threat

and the others swam around and under us before heading

for the open waters of Johnstone Strait, where they obvi

ously had far better things to be doing with their time.
This was the first of several close encounters with killer

whales in the area. Our fixed project and warden serYice

finished in early September and camp was broken up for yet

another year. The timing coincides with the dispersal of the

resident orca populations as they leave the Strait and inlets

for the open waters of the Pacific to the west, and Alaska to

the north. The only certainty is that, come next June, they

will once again appear in the same family groups, following
the first of the season's salmon runs.

Such wonderful memories cannot be recreated on

paper, film or in the telling, they really have to be experi

enced first hand and I consider myself privileged to have

been part of the Bion research team on Vancouver Island.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for

making it all possible. Hi to Mark, Ed, Phyllis, Bruce,
Tom, Rob, Erin, Colin and Dave.

When I left British Columbia, I took the Greyhound

bus across to Banff National Park in Alberta. This park sits

high in the Canadian Rockies and contains some of the

continent's most beautiful high mountain scenery and

wildlife. It is the sort of place that could make the Alps

resemble Killarney National Park.

Although still only September, my first night at the

campsite beside Lake Louise was passed in temperatures
of ~ 15°C! At 5.30 am I was woken by a disturbance com

ing from my neighbours' tent, some 25 feet away. My

guess that this was more than a lovers' tiff was borne out

when I peered out from my frozen shell to find that they

had been visited by a bear with destruction on its mind.

The animal proceeded to transform their once proud resi

dence into a substance vaguely resembling guacamole.

Fortunately, no one was injured. After much reassur

ance by the park rangers regarding our safety, we decided

that this was a once-off incident and should stay put.

However, the bear's analysis of the situation \yas somewhat

different and the following night it returned to the scene

of the crime. In doing so, it came so close to my tent that

it tripped one of my guy lines. The first indication that all

was not well was when I was woken by what I thought

was an earth tremor, but these trcmors werc c\'cnly

spaced, had bad breath and most worrying of all \\"ere get

ting progressively louder and closer.
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Thankfully, neither my tent nor I were part of the

bear's plans that night, but by morning I had been reduced

to a bag of nerves. I don't appreciate park rangers telling

me half-truths about dangerous grizzly bears, when all I

have is a Swiss Army knife to defend myself with. I got

out while the going was good and headed for Calgary.

This story had a sad ending, because I read several days

later in a local newspaper graphic details of how the same

bear and her young cub attacked the camp on a third

night. Four tents were attacked and destroyed and seven
people injured, including an Australian girl who had her
arm severed at the shoulder. The bear and her cub were

tracked down and destroyed; relocation in their case was

simply not an option. In my view the guilt lies as much on
our shoulders for playing a dangerous game with nature, a

game in which all too often nature loses out, as on the
mother and her four-week-old cub.

Funghi No Rej ect: It's Official!

Graham Timmins,Jrom Din81e, brin8s us up-to-date with news

rif ireland's mostfamous dolphin.

Close observers of Funghi, the sociable bottlenose
dolphin who has been resident in Dingle for the

last twelve years, have known for some time that

he occasionally meets other dolphins; he bears the evi
dence of this in the form of tooth-rake marks, which are

assumed to result from play-fighting between adult males.

Until last year, however, Funghi's playmates had never

been spotted, despite intense observation and constant

hoat traffic through his small territory.

The situation changed dramatically in July 1995 when,

one fine evening, a pod of about 25 dolphins followed a
small boat into the harbour, and Funghi was seen to swim

amongst them. They were not seen again in Dingle until,
in an even more exciting development, they returned on
12 November and stayed for a week. In the meantime

they had been observed gradually penetrating the home
territory of the resident animal, including the narrow bot

tleneck leading to the inner harbour. On three occasions

local dolphin enthusiasts were snorkelling at the same
time as dolphins were present. They found to their delight

that some of the visitors were very curious and even play

ful, approaching them freely underwater.

The pod is believed to be a semi-resident group which
inhabits the whole of Dingle Bay and to he the same one

which stayed in another small area of the Bay for several

weeks in Septemher. During this period of unusually calm

As I finish writing this account I have arrived in Baja,

Mexico, and the date is 18 January 1996. I have just vis

ited the famous Scammon's Lagoon to see dozens of grey
whales starting to arrive at their calving grounds. By mid

February this area will be swarming with whales who will

have arrived from Alaska. Another story for another

newsletter. .. I will be flying to Fiji in several days, then on
to New Zealand, Australia, Bali, Indonesia and Thailand. I

look forward to seeing you all in July on my return.

PS: If any Irish whale watcher has a verifiable sighting of

killer whales in Irish waters, could they please telephone

01-2874919 and leave a message. This is a pet interest of

mine and I would like to tabulate all sightings and see if it
is possible to glean any sort of picture of their distribution
around our coastline.

weather, myself and others enjoyed several days observing
the dolphins, both from an inflatable and also from the

water. We were thrilled at how 'friendly' the animals
were. It was unique in my experience, as the dolphins

were so keen to be with us. Naturally we were cautious at

first and avoided approaching them directly, but they

would speed over to bow-ride as soon as they saw the boat

and when we got in the water they stayed around us for
hours. They weren't at all shy or afraid.

The solitary dolphin phenomenon is now well docu

mented, with at least a dozen cases in Europe over the last

twenty years. However, reports of solitaries interacting

with free-ranging wild pods are very scarce and usually

conclude with the disappearance of the solitary with his
new (or old) mates. The events in November provided

more factual evidence about the true disposition of Ire

land's famous friendly dolphin than most of the previous
five years had done. Certainly they gave the lie to at least

three myths which have circulated in Dingle. Firstly, he is
not a reject, abandoned and despised by his own kind; sec

ondly, he didn't swim off into the sunset as soon as he

heard the call of the wild again and spotted a sexy female
of the species; and thirdly, he did not ferociously defend

'his' territory against all competition. We might also add

that he doesn't sleep in a nearby cave with his friend

Sammy the seal and he can't sing 'Danny Boy' either! Still,
it remains a mystery where he did C0me from, why he is

staying here and how in the summer months he puts up

with constant attention from up to twelve passenger boats

and many more private dinghies, speedboats and even jet

skis. At least we now have some interesting new clues to

add to the jigsaw.
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Life in the Fridge

Dr Simon Berrow, former co-ordinator if the IWDG, posts his

first messagefrom the frozen wastelands if the South Antarctic.

Itis 9 a.m. and I am having my breakfast by candlelight.
The screeching call of the skuas can be heard from the

beach as the plaintive cry of a female fur seal drifts into

the cove from the surrounding tussock. She is calling for

her pup, but it has headed off to sea, ready to take its

chances in the Southern Ocean. As the skies lighten slowly

over Tonk ridge, on the other side of Main Bay, I can see a

huge flotilla of giant petrels and hundreds of terns and cape

pigeons circling and diving into the water. There has been

a mass stranding of krill over the last few days and all the

birds, from the skuas, petrels and terns to the kelp gulls

and sheath bills, have been gorging themselves on the wel
come feast. This mass stranding of krill, driven ashore by

the strong southerly gales we have been experiencing over
the last few days, signals the end of summer, my first sum
mer on Bird Island.

Bird Island is situated off the western tip of South

Georgia, 1500 km west of the Falkland Islands, and is the
location for the smallest research base in the Antarctic. It

is also, probably, one of the most remote. During the

summer, about eight scientists work at Bird Island for up
to five months, but, come April, the complement reduces

to just three, the minimum acceptable to see the long
Antarctic winter through. Due to its size and unique loca
tion, situated in the middle of an Antarctic fur seal breed

ing beach, life at Bird Island base is probably unlike any
where else on Earth.

The island was named by Captain James Cook in 1775
'on account of the vast number of birds that were upon it' ,
but it was not until 1958 that the first scientists landed on

the island, primarily to work on the seals and wandering

albatrosses. The Antarctic fur seal had been thought to be

extinct after 200 years of hunting at South Georgia. During
the 1930s a few seals were seen around Bird and Willes

Islands and some new-born seals were found on the beach

at Bird Island. Less than 100 seals had survived man's

exploitation, and all were on these two islands, where it has

always been difficult to land due to the strong currents rip

ping through Bird Sound and the thick sea fog which often
shrouded this part of South Georgia. Around 1.2 million

fur seals were killed at South Georgia up to 1907, but there

is now a breeding population of 1.6 million individuals. The
exposed nature of Bird Island is probably responsible for the

large population of wandering albatross that still breed all
over the island. Wanderer eggs and chicks used to be col

lected by sealers at South Georgia to supplement their diet.

As the chicks are raised through the Antarctic winter they

would be the only fresh meat available for sealer wintering
Q\'er on South Georgia. Bird Island now contains 61% of

the wanderers of South Georgia (or 7% of the total world

population). After the early pioneering work on these
species, the British Antarctic Suney (BAS) established a

field research centre in Freshwater Bay,on the southern

shore of Bird Island. Originally this was a summer-only
base, but since 1983 the base has been continually occupied

and is now only one of three BAS bases with Q\'er-wintering
personnel.

Life at the base is governed by routine. Living inti

mately with so few people means that everybody must

have their responsibilities and a routine is established for

everybody's benefit. Each person takes it in turn to cook,

and the variety of food available can sometimes tax even

the most imaginative 'chef de cuisine'. Fresh fruit and

vegetables soon run out over the summer, but there is a
large supply of frozen produce, the best South American
beef, frozen chickens and turkeys, Aberdonian smoked

mackerel, plaice, trout, as well as luxuries such as white

bait, water chestnuts and asparagus. There is enough dried
and tinned food on base to feed an army; due to the

island's inaccessibility we store enough food to last two

winters, should the supply ships fail to get to Bird Island

during the summer months. During winter, the Bird
Island Belly has been known to appear on the more seden

tary members of the base. Dinner time is always at

8.15 p.m., immediately after our daily radio schedule

with Signy, the closest BAS base, over 900 km south on

the islands of South Orkney. Sunday and Wednesday

evening are film nights, with the cook of the day able to

choose from a large ddeo collection. There is no argu
ment about their choice, as by the end of winter every

body will have seen all the videos! Saturday morning is

base scrub-out day. During the week, kitchen and other

waste are sorted into glass and metal for landfill in the

Falkland Islands, plastics which are incinerated there and

aluminium for recycling in the UK. Food waste is fed to

the skuas and giant petrels, paper waste and \\"Ooclis burnt
and all waste for transport from Bird Island is scaled in

used 50-gallon fuel drums. Following the installation of a

waste compactor, waste guidelines are no\\' to foII0\\'

those laid down by the Antarctic Treaty, \\'hich will mean

all wastes including wood and paper will be shipped out.
Will this put an end to our bar-b-cues on the beach?

Power for the generator and fuel for the Aga in the

kitchen is obtained from avtar, a high-grade aircraft fuel
which burns very cleanly. Each week 50-100 gallons of

avtar is hand-pumped into the fuel tanks, resulting in the

fuel warming us twice, once \vhen it is pumped and once
when it is burnt!
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There is no life where there is no water and the base is

well situated in Freshwater Bay, the only bay with suffi

cient water for our extra life. Water is drawn straight

from one of the main streams and gravity-fed to the gen

erator shed, where sand filters, paper filters and finally

candle filters and UV light attempt to remove any remains

of seals that may have expired in the water supply and

eliminate any bacterial contamination. During the summer

when water usage is high, maintaining a good clean water

supply can be quite a commitment and washing your

clothes too often is frowned upon-honestly I Bottled

water is also provided and some short-term visitors

choose to sustain themselves on 'water from the glens'

rather than succumb to the other Bird Island Belly. Amic

tion with the Bird Island Belly means rather more visits to

the toilet, but at least it has one of the best views in the

world. Built on a jetty over Freshwater Bay, the toilet is a

long drop design at low water and doubles as a bidet at

high water. During the height of the fur breeding season,

when the beach is covered with territorial males, it pays

IWDG Annual General Meeting
Date: Saturday 25 May 1996

Time: 11.00 a.m.

Venue: Lecture Room G19, Science Block, UCC Campus

(most easily accessed from College Road)

Contact: Emer Rogan, Department of Zoology, UCC

Telephone: 021 904-QS3 • Fax: 021 277922

The next meeting of the IWDG is scheduled for Saturday 25

May in Cork. This year there will be two guest speakers, Sara
Heimlich-Boran and Ben Wilson, and the main topic will be

studying cetacean species in the wild.

Sara Heimlich-Boran has been studying cetacean species
since the mid-1970s, Most of her work has been on killer and

pilot whales. She has written a large number of popular and sci
entific works, including the most recently published, and beauti

fully illustrated, Killer Whales, written with her husband Jim and

published by the World Life Library. She currently runs the

ASCOBANS secretariat (Agreement on Small Cetaceans in the
North and Baltic Seas) and is based at the Sea Mammal Research

Unit in Cambridge. Sara will talk about her work on both pilot

and killer whales and the photo-identification techniques used in

studying cetaceans.

Ben Wilson has been studying the bottlenose dolphin in the

Moray Firth for the last eight years. He holds a rhD from the

University of Aberdeen and is currently continuing his research

at the university's Lighthouse field station, looking at skin

lesions among the resident dolphin 'population. Ben has also

written a number of popular and scientific works, including a

book in the WorldLife Library series titled Bottlenose Dolphins

with Paul Thompson. Ben will talk about the results of his work

on bottlenose- dolphins and the interaction between bottlenose

to train bowel movements to coincide with the tidal

cycles, as the route to the jetty (down the stream and

along the shore) is devoid of territorial seals at low water.

The seals provide a daily reminder of the changes to

life on Bird Island. If you had stood in December during

the last century at Freshwater Bay, you would certainly

not have worried about the attention of fur seals, as they

had all but disappeared, but you could probably have seen

the blows of whales-fin whales, blue whales and hump

back whales--in the Sound outside the Bay. Since the vir

tual elimination of whale populations around South Geor

gia between 1905 and 1965, when around 175,000 whales

were caught, whale sightings are now rare, but the recov

ery of the fur seals demonstrates the tenacity of nature

and the richness of the seas around South Georgia. With

bird populations including 5.4 million pairs of macaroni

and 0.5 million pairs of king penguins, 140,000 pairs of

albatrosses, 22 million pairs of prions and 3 to 4 million

petrels, South Georgia is undoubtedly a unique place, and

living here is a unique experience.

dolphins in the Moray Firth and other species (including har

bour porpoises),

After these talks, the AGM will take place. Sinee 1990, when

the IWDG was formed, it has grown in size and changed in pro

file from being an ad hoc group to the current situation where a

more formal structure is required. The group has been very suc
.:.essful in its work and achieved much of what it set out to do, in

particular to increase public awareness and to provide educa
tional material on cetaceans. Much of its success can be attrib

uted to the enthusiasm of individual members and also to the

group's size and fluid structure. However, with added responsi.

bilities and more pressure for transparency and accountability, it

is important from a legal, fiscal and democratic viewpoint to put

a more formal structure in place. To this end, a constitution has

been drawn up (see loose page enclosure), which it is hoped will

be ratified at the meeting. In addition, elections will be held for

committee members for the period 1996-97.

Nominations for committee members

Anyone who would like to submit names of IWOG members willing to stand for election should send them to

Emer Rogan or Terry Bruton before 25 May 1996. People. may

nominate themselves; however, if nominating somebody else,

you must have already confirmed with them that they are will·

ing to stand for election.

There is no policy to select committee members on geo

graphical, institutional, sectoral or prof~ssional grounds. In

fact, it has always been the policy of the IWDG to Include peo

ple with different interests in the marine environment and it is

the responsibility of the group to propose and elect persons

representing the breadth of the membership (e.g. graduate stu·

dents, consultants or fishing industry).
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Dolphins in Dundalk Bay

Inmid-summer of 1976, a friend, Neal and I were fishingfor salmon in Dundalk Bay. Early in the afternoon, at high

water, with the sun high in the sky, no wind and a glassy flat
surface on the water, we noticed a disturbance at the outer

end of our net. We motored out in our 16-foot GRP boat,

with a 9 hp outboard engine, to discover a very large mam
mal caught in the end of the net. Initially, we had no clue as

to how to handle the animal (which later transpired to be a

dolphin). We tried to cut the net free from its head and

upper body where it had entangled both its pectoral and
dorsal fins. It took me six or seven minutes in total to free

it; it broke free once and became even more entangled!

All the while, Neal was attempting to hold its tail

alongside the boat, but, despite his size, the dolphin
thrashed so forcefully that he was thrown all over the

boat. While all this was going on, a companion, which as I

recall was a female, continually circled the boat squealing

and crying in anguish. Just as I had the last shreds of the
net cut clear, the unfortunate dolphin suddenly thrashed

extremely violently, went rigid and died.

The female went totally berserk then, swam headlong at

speed into the net, ending up even more entangled than her
poor mate. She was so agitated that she proved even more

difficult to free and, despite our efforts, she too died.
In retrospect it would seem that we did not help at all

and may have contributed to their demise by holding their

tails up while the blow hole remained underwater. In the

The Cruise of the Cachalot

The author Frank Thomas Bullen (1857-1915) wasfrom an impoverished London family and, orphaned

as a child, decided to go to sea as a cabin boy. This book

relates his experiences as a seaman on a whaling trip to

the South Seas which took almost three years to complete.

His accounts of the many whale hunts he witnessed are

fascinating and very graphic. The stories he relates of a

battle between a sperm whale and a giant squid, or the

vicious and callous battle of killer whales, are shocking.

His personal experience of being towed along on the end

of a harpoon while a sperm whale was in its death throes
is almost unbelievable.

The book takes you to seldom visited oceans, from the
Sea of Okhotsk to the Solander Grounds. Bullen's theories

about the feeding habits of the sperm whale and the ori
gins of ambergris still hold good today. So, too, do his

descriptions of the very human behaviour of a cow whale

submitting willingly to death rather than risk her calf

circumstances there is probably little we could have done,

short of lifting them on board to remove the tangled net.

Given their weight, I doubt if we could have managed this.
When we got back ashore, we were given all manner of

advice about what we could, and should, have done. One

'wit' even suggested that we had lost out on a fortune, as

Dublin Zoo would have paid 'big money' for them.

While porpoises and the occasional basking shark (there

were 2 or 3 sightings on the north side of the bay last year)

are seen here, dolphins are a rarity. On 28 April 1988,

however, a 6ft-3in-Iong female appeared in Dundalk Har

bour, which is approximately seven miles up-river from the
open sea. She remained in the river for a few days, but, on

1 May, was found dead some distance down-river. Some

days later, the body of a young dolphin was found along the

shoreline. Strangely enough, at roughly the same time, an

almost identical occurrence took place in Sligo Harbour,
which is a similar distance from the open sea.

On 17 August last year, while crossing Dundrum Bay at

dusk on a voyage from Belfast to Dundalk by tug, I saw
the beautiful sight of a large basking shark breaking the

surface of the water into the rays of the setting sun.
Perhaps if we had known a little more about sea mam

mals all those years ago, we might have been able to save

those two dolphins. I now hope that I can in some way

recompense for my mistake of twenty years ago by helping
to arrange a series of school lectures in Dundalk to be

given by members of the IWDG.

C McCarthy

being injured, or how a female sperm whale stood by her

bull to the bitter end, even going so far as joining her

partner in death. Be forewarned that readers may find
some of the accounts disturbing.

I found this an unusual and absorbing book, as fresh

today as when it was written. It is an essential read for

those interested in cetaceans; the English, however, is a

little challenging and a dictionary near at hand will be a

useful asset. Nevertheless it is an astonishing book, con

sidering the author had so little formal education. Rud

yard Kipling wrote to the author congratulating him on its

success. He wrote 'you have thrown away material enough
to make five books, and I congratulate you heartily'.

The book, although now out of print, should be available

through a good library. There are a couple of other books

by surgeons on similar voyages which may also be of inter
est: Narrative if a WhalinB VoyaBeRound the Globe by F Debell
Bennett (Bentley, London, 1840) and The Sperm Whale Fish

ery by Thomas Beale (London, 1835).
John F Leech, Roberts Cove
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National co-ordinators

Emer Rogan
Department of Zoology, University College, Cork

Telephone: + 353 21 904053
Fax: +35321 277922

Terry Bruton
Ulster Museum, Botanic Gardens, Belfast

Telephone: (08) 0232 381251

Fax: (08) 0232 665510

l1eaional co-ordinatqrs
Counties Meath, Dublin
Name: john Woodlock
Address: 42 Hillside Gardens, Skerries, Co. Dublin

Telephone: 01 8492268

Name: George McCormack

Address: 'Colonsay', South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin

Telephone: 01 8492015

County Louth
Name: Brendan Brannigan

Address: 34 Beaulieu View, Drogheda, Co. Louth

Telephone: 041 30401

County Wicklow
ame: Dedan Murphy

Address: 37 Oakley Park, Blackrock, CPo Dublin

Telephone: 01881873

County Wexford
Name: Jim Hurley

Address: Grange, Kilmore, Co. Wexford

Telephone: 053 29671

County Waterford/East Cork
Name: Pat Smiddy, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Ballymacoda, Ballykeneally, Co. Cork

Telephone: 024 98286

South Cork

Name: Emer Rogan

Address: c/o Zoology Department, UCC

Telephone: 021 904053

West Cork (Clonakilty, Mizen, Bantry)
Name: Dedan O'Donnell, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Direenlomane, Ballydehob, Co. Cork

Telephone: 028 37347

West Cork (Beara Peninsula)
Name: Danny Osbourne
Address: Garranes, Beara, Castletownhere, Co. Cork

Telephone: 027 73086

South Kerry (Kenmare Bay)
Name: Michael O'Sullivan, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Ardshillane East, Sneem, Co. Kerry

Telephone: 064 45257

The Irish Whale and Dolphin Group is dedicated to the study and con$Cl'vation

of cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) in Irish waters. It has established

and co-ordinates a network of regional co-()rdinators (see~bove) who will visit

stranded animals and colkct records of those sighted at s~a. If you hnda
whale, dolphin or' porpoise washed up, Qbserve one at sea or froni the shore,

or are interested in learning more ahout the group, contact your regional co
ordinator or the national co~ordinators.

Mid Kerry (Castlemaine Harbour)
Name: Pat Foley, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Boultens, Castlemaine, Co. Kerry
Telephone: 066 67235

West Kerry (Dingle Peninsula)
ame: Kevin Flannery

Address: Garlinny, Dingle, Co. Kerry

Telephone: 066 51267

North Kerry (Tralee Bay)
Name: Tim O'Donoghue, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Upper Ballyhrenagh, Tralee, Co. Kerry

Telephone: 066 24725

County Clare

ame: Conjella Maguire, OPW Narional Parks and Wildlife Service

Address: Corofin, Co. Clare

Telephone: 065 37166

County Mayo (Achill Island)
Name: john O'Shea

Address: Dooagh, Achillisiand, Co. Mayo

Telephone: 098 43112

South Conamara
Name: Padraie de Bhaldraithe

Address: Fornis, Leitir Meallain, Co. na Gaillimhe

Telephone: 091 81126

Counties Sligo and Leitrim
ame: Dr Don Cotton

Address: Rathrowan House, Rathaherna, Sligo

Telephone: 071 43261 (w) or 071 43251 (h)

County Donegal (South)
Name: Richard Timony

Address: Elisnor, Donegal Town

Telephone: 073 22363

County Antrim
Name: john Greer

Address: Portrush Countryside Centre, 8 Bath Road, Portrush

Telephone: 080265 823600

Counties Derry and Down
Name: Terry Bruton
Address: Ulster Museum, Botanic Gardens, Belfast

Telephone: 080232 38125

This newsletter is published by the Irish Whale an~ Dolphin Group.

Print preparation byRed.Barn Publishing (02838259).

Youarc we!mmeto reproduce any of the material contain •.,<:1here but plca.~e

acknowledge. the IWDG.

please send <.:ommcnts and contributions to:

IWDG, c/o Zoology Department, Univel'sity College, Cork.
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